Chinese Level One               HWL3101

Students are introduced to the basic structure of the Chinese language within cultural contexts as they:
	begin to understand and speak Chinese through guided practice in dynamic, real-world situations. 

begin to read and write in Chinese (simple short stories, letters, magazines, or other real-life texts)
discover connections with other subjects (geography/politics, fine arts, and math/science).
survey Chinese-speaking cultures and their social practices (holidays, music, food, popular media)
explore the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture. 
develop language-learning strategies to maintain a life-long interest in world languages and multiple cultures at home and around the world.

Grade
9, 10, 11, or 12
Credits
1
Prerequisite
None
Graduation Requirements
Elective
 2 – 4 years of a single world language in high school is recommended for college entrance.
 

Chinese Level Two              HWL3102

Students broaden their foundation of the Chinese language within cultural contexts as they:
	improve understanding and speaking of Chinese through guided practice in dynamic, real-world situations

continue to read and write in Chinese (simple short stories, letters, magazines, or other real-life texts) by expanding knowledge of Chinese vocabulary and structures. 
	discover connections with other subjects (geography/politics, fine arts, and math/science).

examine Chinese-speaking cultures and their social practices (music, food, popular media) and connections between language and Chinese-speaking cultures
	explore the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture and develop awareness of different worldviews.

expand language-learning strategies to maintain a life-long interest in world languages and multiple cultures at home and around the world. 

Grade
9, 10, 11, or 12
Credits
1
Prerequisite
Chinese Level One or equivalent, i.e. two years of middle school Chinese.
Graduation Requirements
Elective
 2 – 4 years of a single world language in high school is recommended for college entrance.




Chinese Level Three           HWL3103
Students continue to develop proficiency in Chinese language and deepen their understanding of Chinese-speaking cultures as they: 
	advance listening and speaking skills through conversations on familiar, real-world topics

use knowledge of the language to make connections with other subjects  (geography/politics, fine arts, and math/science).
	continue to read and write in Chinese (short stories, letters, magazines, or other real-life texts) by expanding knowledge of Chinese vocabulary and structures. 

	examine Chinese-speaking cultures and their social practices (music, food, popular media) and connections between language and Chinese-speaking cultures
	explore the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture and develop awareness of different worldviews.
	establish connections with Chinese-speaking cultures through the use of technology, media, and native-language sources

	expand language learning strategies to maintain a life-long interest in world languages and multiple cultures at home and around the world

Grade
10, 11, or 12
Prerequisite
Chinese Level Two
Credits
1
Graduation Requirements
Elective
 2 – 4 years of a single world language in high school is recommended for college entrance.


Chinese Level Four  -               HWL3104

Students continue to develop proficiency in Chinese language and deepen their understanding of Chinese-speaking cultures as they: 
	advance listening and speaking skills through  increasingly complex conversations on everyday, real-world topics
	read texts written for native-speakers with guidance (stories, short novels, plays, current events, poetry, letters) 

write with guidance in Chinese (messages, letters, or compositions) 
	use knowledge of the language to make connections with other subjects  (geography/politics, fine arts, and math/science).

identify and interpret social practices within Chinese-speaking cultures
	analyze and discuss the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture and develop awareness of different worldviews.
	establish connections with Chinese-speaking cultures through the use of technology, media, and native-language sources

refine language learning strategies to maintain a life-long interest in world languages and multiple cultures at home and around the world
Advanced Placement or Minnesota Language Proficiency Assessments are available for possible college credit. Contact your teacher for information. 
Grade
11, or 12
Prerequisite
Chinese Level Three
Credits
1
Graduation requirements
Elective
 2 – 4 years of a single world language in high school is recommended for college entrance.


Chinese – College in the Schools   HWL3144

Students complete two semesters of intermediate Chinese at the college level at their high school to earn university credit. The course follows the university syllabus.
	refine listening and speaking skills through increasingly complex conversations on everyday, real-world topics

read extensively using native-language materials that reflect Chinese-speaking cultures
	write advanced level compositions and stories

Intensive grammar review and elaboration
use gestures, manners, and appropriate language to communicate in real-life situations. 
	use knowledge of the language to make connections with other subjects  (geography/politics, fine arts, and math/science).

identify and interpret social practices within Chinese-speaking cultures
	discuss, analyze, and evaluate the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture and develop awareness of different worldviews.
	establish connections with Chinese-speaking cultures through the use of technology, media, and native-language sources

refine language learning strategies to maintain a life-long interest in world languages and multiple cultures at home and around the world
Five to ten University of Minnesota credits are earned upon successful completion of this class. Contact your teacher for information. 
Grade 
11, 12
Prerequisite
Chinese Level 4 or by instructor permission
Credits
1 HS credit; college credit determined by university
Graduation Requirements
Elective
 2 – 4 years of a single world language in high school is recommended for college entrance.


 


